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1 Khamir—the People [øximr�] and their Language [ximøt’����

1.1 General remarks

The Khamir [øximr�] people are orthodox Christians, and they inhabit the

area around Sekota in northwestern Wollo, as the Map indicates.*

During the week of January 25–30, the S.L.L.E. survey team contacted

members of the Khamir group in Sekota to compile a word list of Khamtanga,

and to assess some sociolinguistic aspects of this language.

Of the six Weredas (administrative units) around Sekota town: namely,

Sekota, Zikwala, Agew-Abergele, Dahana, Gazgibila, and Sahala, it is predom-

inantly in Sekota, Zikwala, and Agew-Abergele that the Khamtanga language

is spoken in more than forty-five Kebeles.

The display and the information compiled by Ato Sisay Dereje and his ad-

ministrative staff have presented the distribution of Khamtanga and its neigh-

boring languages in the following chart:

Wereda Kebeles Language used

Sekota 37 50% Khamtanga

50% other

Zikwala 15 Khamtanga

Agew-Abergele 14 Khamtanga

Dahana 28 other

Gazgibila 19 other

Sahala 13 other

Based on this information (i.e., assuming there are about forty-five Kebeles

with 1,000 to 2,000 speakers each), and based on estimates of Ato Sisay’s col-

leagues, Khamtanga speakers can be said to number at least 80,000 but possibly

more than 100,000. There are monolinguals especially among the female and the

older Khamir population in all rural areas.

Most settlements in the Khamir area are small farming villages, but there

are a number of towns like Sekota, with the typical one- or two-story stone

houses that have been traditional. Some of them are known to have been in-

habited as many as 150 years. Most of the Khamir people are farmers, and the
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crops grown are those usually found at altitudes of 2,000–3,000 meters: pre-

dominantly teff, wheat, or sorghum.

The population is still in the process of recovering from the war during

which the town of Sekota, for instance, has suffered more than ten air raids.

1.2 The language

Khamta-nga (or Xamtanga) is the widely used spelling for the self-name

Ximt’a-nga (ximøt’�-��), a language which is called Agaw-inya (����-�		�),

in Amharic; where (-��) is the suffix which indicates a language, like the Am-

haric suffix (-		�).

It should be noted that Amharic term Agaw is also applied to a different

group in the Gojjam Province: the Awngi [ø�w	e]. With reference to this Am-

haric usage, Appleyard and other leading scholars in this field usually speak

of the Agaw languages (rather than Central Cushitic), when referring to the

Cushitic family which comprises Awñi, Blen, Khamir, and Qimant.

Appleyard groups these languages as follows (1988, I:590).

Table: Grouping of Agaw Languages

according to Appleyard 1988

Proto-Agaw

Bilin Khamtanga Kemant Awngi

As a second language, a large number of Khamir people speak Amharic

(especially S and SW of Sekota) or Tigrinya (N and NW of Sekota, cf. Adhana

Mengeste-Ab 1988:747). A number of Khamir people do not speak the lan-

guage anymore, while they still consider themselves Khamir.

To assess the degree to which Khamtanga has been replaced by Amharic or

Tigrinya, the surveyors led conversations with various groups: (a) with various

administration officers, (b) with representatives from the different Agew speak-

ing areas (Sekota, Sahala, Selam-Sefer, Zikwala, and Sagewki), and (c) with in-

habitants of two small rural settlements about fifteen kms north of Sekota. In a

previous survey, (d) members of the women’s association of Weldiya town had

been interviewed briefly by Zelealem Leyew and Ch. Wedekind (cf. S.L.L.E.

Report number 18). Valuable information was provided by Shumet Gebeyehu as

school administrator.
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1.3 Sociolinguistic observations

The data from interviews concerning sociolinguistic questionnaires will be

presented in a later report, but isolated observations shall be noted here.

Most of the proper names, even in the village areas, are non-Khamir names.

Most of the teachers, especially in secondary education, do not speak the lan-

guage (as far as education goes, the war has put all Khamir speakers at a dis-

advantage). But all Khamir people who were interviewed (even those who did

not speak the language) expressed strong hopes concerning the future devel-

opment of their language.

While they insisted that Khamtanga should by no means “replace” the use

of major languages in their area (i.e., Amharic or Tigrinya), they said that

their language should now be “developed” in all aspects, that it should be

added to their children’s school curriculum, that it should be used in the vari-

ous media, and that it should serve as an additional language in all aspects of

life.

1.3.1 Transcription. With reference to previous studies (Appleyard,

Mengistu), the transcription uses the symbols in the following chart. Square

brackets [ ] indicate phonetic variants.

1.3.1.1 Consonants

� ��� �

��� � 	

�
 �
��


� �  ��� �

� �

�

��

�
 �
��


� � � �

����

�

� �
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1.3.1.2 Vowels and modifications

If Khamtanga only has five vowel phonemes, a few data with e and o must

be interpreted as palatalized or labialized syllables �
, ��.

� ����  ! �!"�

�#� $� $ �%&� �'� $�

% �%��

2. The S.L.L.E. 320-Item Word List

Recorded and transcribed in field by Berhanu Hailu and Sisay Dereje, Janu-

ary 27–28, 1995, in Sekota. Transcribed in IPA by K. Wedekind.

Alternatives like “$ \ %” show that while the Zikwala dialect has the ending

in -$, the Sekota dialect has -%.

English Gloss Amharic Gloss Khamir

all �!��!� ( ��
 

and )��% )�$

animal  �� �%  �(� �$

ant 	!��%� (�
 ��
%

arrow �
$�� �
$��

ashes %�$� (�
%���%

ask �
$��$�
$ (�%%�
�!

at �$)* �$�$ ( �	+$ � %

axe �$�
�$� � (�
+$�%

�%

back N ��$��% (�� �� ��$ � %

bad �$�
�' (�
 �
%

banana �!� �!�

bark V �
'�$ (�
%��
!

bark N �
 �� � �
%��

basket �
 ��
%� �
 �(�
$�$ � %
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English Gloss Amharic Gloss Khamir

bat �$�$� � �$� (�%�$ (����$ � %

bathe �%�
�$�$ %(�
%
��!

bear V �$��$�$� $�!(� �

beard �
 � �$�

beehive �
$�' �
$(�'

belly �'� (	���!

big � �� �
 (�$��$�

bird �$� (����%

bite V �$��$�$  �(�
!� �
��!

black �
 �
!� � �
 �

blood �$� � ��

blow V �$�% (�%�!

bone %�
 �� �%�


bow N �
$�� �
$��

breast �
!� ($�
!

bridge � �� , � �(� �

brother �$�� � ��(� �

brown �!��%��% (�!� ���%�(� �

buffalo 	' 	'

burn �$�
%�
�$�$ �
%�
 �(!

bush �
!�
��
+%)�
' �
!�
�
+%��
$ � '

buttocks �
 �
 ��-�


buy 	$��% �� �!

canoe ��$��% (�����%

cat � ��$� %+(� �%

chicken �'�' (��-�+%

chief !�* %�$�
% (�%��
%

child � �� � (�$�$ � %

chin %	$�
 ��(�
$�


claw �
 � � � (�
 �$ � %
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English Gloss Amharic Gloss Khamir

clay $�(�% (%��$

clothing �-�� (%��$ � %

cloud �$��$�% (�-��%

cold A �
$�* �
%��% (�
%���
 (�$�

cold N � �� (����%�

come �$�
�% (�$�!�

cook %�$��$�$ �� (� �

cough V �%�$ ($�
'�!.

($�
+$�!.

count �
+'�
�$�$ ( 	�! � ($	�!

cow �%� (�-�%

crocodile %�' (%�
�
%

crooked �
$�%�% �
$(�%�

cup �!��%��% �!(��%��% � $

cut �
'��$�
$ (�
$�!

dance V �
$��$�$ (�
 ��!

dew �
$�% (%+�%

die �'�$ (� �!

dig �
+'��$�$ 	�%+

dirty �
'%% (�
!� !

dog � �% 	 (� �

donkey %� ��% � (�+%��%

door �$�� (����$ � %

down �$�$ �%� (�
+!	 

drink V �
$�
�% (����!

drum N �
$�$�' (�
+%��
�%

dry A � ��
 (� ��$

dull �$�$� � (�!�

dust %��%�% %(�$�$ � %

ear ��'�' �
$(� �
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English Gloss Amharic Gloss Khamir

earth �$�$� (� � � %

eat �$��% �!�

egg  ��
!�%� �
 (�!�%

eight � �� �� (�$+�
$ � %

elbow � �� ���(�$�%

empty �%�' (�%�'

enter 	$��% (�
!�� � !

exit V �$�
�% �!�

eye %,� �$�

eyebrow  �% ��  �$( ��

fall V �$��$�
$ (���!

farm N  �% � (� �

fat N �'�% (�$�%

father %��%� � �

fear N � ��%� 	$+�

feather �%�% (�$��$�%

fence %�
 � (�$�
 � � (�%�
 �

few �
 �
 � (� ��!�


fight V �$�%	�% (���!

fingernail �
 � � (�$�
 ��%�

fire  �%� (���/

fish %�% (�%�%

fishnet �$%�% �$�$� (�%� (�
%+�%

five %�� �� (%�+%

flower %�$�% (%�$(�$ � %

fly N � �� (�
 �
%

fly N �$��% � ��(�!

fool �'�� �%�

foot  	 � (�!��!.

forearm � �� (�
+$� � �(�
'�
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English Gloss Amharic Gloss Khamir

forehead 	 ��%� 	 ��%�

four %�%�� (� ��%

frog  ��
!�%� � (�%��
�
%

fruit ��$ � �


full �!�! � �(�%��
!

fur �$%��$ %�(� � �!�
 ��
%

�
$	!�

garbage �
'%% (�
!� !

gate �$�� � ��

give �$�
�$ (� ��!

go �$�$ (����!

goat �-��$� (� �
 (�%

God  	� ,%��$� $(��$�$ � %

gold �$��
 (�-���
$

good �
 �! (���� �$� �
$�$+

gourd �
 � �$��$�

grass �%� (�
%��
%

grave �$�
%� � �$�
%� �

green %�$�)	+%�$ %�(�
+$�$ � % ��
'�

guts �$�'�  �
% 	 �(�! �!(	+$�

hair �
$	!�) �
 �(�
%

hand  ��� �$�

hard �
$��%��% �
$�(�
$��$�

harvest N �$�$� (�%��
+%

he  ��! �$�

head �%� �%+�

hear �$��% (�$!

heart � �� � (�$�

heavy �$��%� � (�
$�$+

here  �� �*  �� �  (� �
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English Gloss Amharic Gloss Khamir

hide V �$��$�
$ (�
 ��!

hit �$��% (�
%��!

hoe �'�% (�
+%��%

hold �%�$ (�
%�!

honey �%� (�%��$

honeybee � � (�$�$

horn �
$�� ����

hot �!�
 �� �(�$+

house �$� � �

how?  ��$�*  ��$ (%�$�

hundred �$�' �%

hungry �%�$� 	 (� ��!

hunt V %��$�$ (�
%��!

hunter %�%� %(�� �$�

hyena �� � (����
%

I  �$ �%�

jump �$��$�$ (�$	!�!

kill 	$��$�$ (�
!��!

knee 	!��$� (	 � �

knife � ��%�% (�$�$ � %

know %��$�
$ �%��
!

lake �%,�
* �!�$ (�$��$ � %

laugh �%�
$ 
$(�
+$�!

leaf �
 �
$� (�%��
%

left A 	�% (	 �%

leopard �$� � �$�(��+$ � %

lie V �$ (	$�$(� �!

	%��$�$

light A �
$��%� �
$�$+

lightning �$��$�
 � �(�
%
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English Gloss Amharic Gloss Khamir

lip �$��$� ���(�$�

listen �$��% (�$!

liver 	!��$�  �


long �$��� � ��	(�$�

louse �
 �%� � (�
�$ � %

machete �%�
$� �$,�

maize �$�
�'��' (�%�%�

(�$��$ � %

make(!) �$��% �$�

man �$+ �$�(�� �

many � �! �( � �


market 	$�$�% (�%�� �$ � %

marry %	$��% (�!�� 

meat � 	% (���$ � %

money 	$��$� 	���(� �

monkey � ���$�' (�$�� �$ � %

moon �
$�$�
% (%��%

mother  ��%� (� ��$ � %

mountain �$�%�% �%(�$ � %

mouth %� � (�$ � %

mud �
 �
% (� ���$ � %

name � � !�

narrow �
$��%� �%(�
�$+

navel  �� �� ( � �(� �

neck %�	$� (�
 ��$ � %

nest �0$�$� (����$� (	!�� 

	'���'

new %�� � %(� �

night �%�% (�!�!�

nine �$�
$�� (�
%,�
$ � %
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English Gloss Amharic Gloss Khamir

no %,�$��$�* �$��$� %�$+�

none %�� �* �$��$� �%+� ( ��$+�

nose %� ��
% $(� �

old %�'	$ (%�	$�

one %�� �%+

other �$�% �%�(�%

path �$ 	 � �!���!�!.�

�$�	$� 	+��(�$�%

pig %�%�% �%(�$�$

plant V �$��$�$ (�����!

pot  �� �% �
 �

pour �
$��% �
$(�%�
! � �
$(�%�
!

pull �%�$ (�����!

push 	$��% (� ��!

rain N � �%� � �$ �%

rainbow �
$��$ �$��$�% �
$��$ �$��$�%

rat /,�
 ($���
+$ � %

red �
$�� (�$�$+

rest V %��$�$ (�$��!

right �
$� �$�(�$�

ripe �$�$��$�$ ��$+

river �$�� (�����$ � %

road �$�	$� 	+ �(�$�%

root � � � �

rope 	$�$� (�
$��%

rotten �$ (������(�$�

�$�$���$

run �'�
$ (� �
�!

saliva � �%�
 (� �
�
!�

salt �
$� (�
$��
�$ � %
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English Gloss Amharic Gloss Khamir

sand %$�% ( �%

sandals �$�$�
$�% �(�$�
$�$�

�
%��% �
%�

say %�$ $(�!

scorpion 	 ��
 � (�
$�%

scratch %��$�$ (�%��
!�!

see %��$ (�
%��!

seed �$� (����%

sell $�
�$ (�
 �!

seven �$�%�� (�%��
%

sew �$��% (�%��
!

sharp � �$� � �$� �
%�$+

shield �$�$�$�$�%* 	%% (�%��$�$ (	$%

short /�
� � �$(��� �

shoulder � �$�% ���

sick �%��$�$ (�
 +��!

silver � �� (�
!�� � $

sing �$��$�$ ��(�� �!

sister  � � � (� �

sit �$ (	+$��! � (	'��!

�
$��$�
$

six � �� �� (�%��
% � (�%���
%

skin �
'�% �
$�(� � � �
$�(���

sky �$�%, ���(�$,

sleep V �$��% (�$��!�

small � ��  ���$(�
 �

smell V %$��$�$ (�%���!

smoke N �
 � (�
 �%

smooth �$��%��% � (�
$�
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English Gloss Amharic Gloss Khamir

snake  �%� (�����%

sneeze %�$�
�$�$  �(�
  �!

soft �$��%��% ��(�
$� � ��


spear �
'� �%�(�
 �%

spider $�$� � (�$��$ � %

spit �$��% (�%��
�!

stand V �
'�$ (� ��!

star �'�$� �
 	(� �%

steal �$��$�
$ (� �!

stick N �$�� � 	 ��

stone � �	%, �
$(� �%

stool �%� �!(�+%�

�
!��%

straight �$ �
 �(�$�

�
$�
� �%

sun �
$�%, (�+$�% � (�'�%

sweat N �%� � (��%

sweep �
$��$	$ (�� �!

swim �%��$ (�$�!

tail �� �%� �
 (� �

take �$��$�$ (�����!

teach %��$�%�$ (� ��!

tear N  ��%*  ��% �$(�-�!.

ten %�� � (�%��%

termite � ��
 (�
%��
�%

termite hill �$� ��
 �$� (�%�(� �
%

that �% � (�$� � �,$

they  ��$��! �� �(�%,

thick �$��%� (� ���$�

thigh �
 �* �%�% ����
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English Gloss Amharic Gloss Khamir

thin �
$�
� � � +�$+

think %��$�$ (�%�� �!�

this � �* � � � (� ��

thorn '�* '� �%(���

thread � �� � ��

three �'�� (%��
+%

throw �$�$ (����� �!

��$�$

thunder �$	+'� �$	+$�	+%�

	+%�

tie �%��$�$ �$(�
 +!

tobacco � ��%�' � �(�%��+%

tongue � �%� �%��


tooth �
 �� �$(� �
!

tree �%� �$�

twenty �%�% (�$� �

two �!�$�� (�����%

up �$�$ �%, ���(	���$

� 	+%

vomit %� ���(	���$!

�%��$�$

walk �$ 	 � �$�$ �!(��!� (�
%��!

want �$��$	$ (�$��!

war �
'� ��$� �
%,�$�$ � %

warm �!�
 � (�$�

water � �%* �1�% (�%��
!.

we  �% (� �� � $

wedding �$�	 �
 (�$�

weed %�$� 
�%��$

weep %�$�
�$�$ (����!
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English Gloss Amharic Gloss Khamir

well N � ��
 � ��


wet  ���
 � �
!(� ��

what? � � �$�$(�$ � %

when? �$�$ �%(� �

where? �$� �%(� �

whistle %�+%�
$ (�!��
 �!

white �$�
� (�
%��$�

who? �%� �%+

whose? �$�%� �%+(�!�

why? �$� � �$�$�(�
%��


wide �$� �$(�%��
$+

wife � �� (�!��% (� +�%

wind N � �%� ���	�(�%

wing � �� ����

woman �$� (�$+�$

worm � � (� �
%

yawn %��%	�% (�����!

yellow � �
% (� ��
$

yes %�' �$,

yesterday � �%�� ��% �%(�� �$ � %

you pl.  ��%��$ �( � �

you sg. m. %��$ � �
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Map

Khamtanga Speaking Areas (italics)

with adjacent Amharic and Tigrinya speaking areas, according to Berhanu

Hailu, with reference to (a) 1:250,000 “Maych’ew, Ethiopia”, ND 37-15,

Ethiopian Mapping Agency 1979, (b) 1:500,000 “Tactical Pilotage Chart”

ONC K-5, compiled 1977, and (c) 1:4,000,000 “Afrique Nord-Est”

Michelin, 1994
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